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Junior Great Books Series 3–5
Comparison Chart for 2006 & 2014 Editions

Feature 2006 Edition 2014 Edition
Stories •  Organized by increasing complexity;  

    each unit has three stages
•  Organized by theme
•  Includes more contemporary, more diverse and shorter stories

Instructional  
Text

•  Changes unit to unit, reflecting  
    a fixed progression of skills

•  Same from theme to theme for more flexibility. 
•  Teachers customize progression using:
    o  Differentiation options
    o  Increased activity options
    o  Release of Responsibility chart

Prereading •  Consists of a single opening question  
    or activity

•  Provides variety by offering 2 options (one of which rotates) 
•  Captures important reading skills:
    o  Accessing background knowledge
    o  Predicting
    o  Text feature recognition

First Reading •  Other reading skills (asking questions,  
    connecting, visualizing, etc.) are  
    practiced along with questioning

•  Students only mark questions for a fluent, less interrupted reading experience
•  Comprehension issues are more organically captured and addressed after questions  
    are shared

Sharing  
Questions

•  All question types are explicitly taught 
    and teaching compounds from unit to 
    unit

•  Question identification and sorting is broader and focuses on comprehension vs. deeper- 
    meaning questions to capture a wider range of student abilities
•  Explicit question type sorting is an optional activity
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Feature 2006 Edition 2014 Edition
Second Reading •  Contains one Directed Notes option

•  Follow-up question practice is included 
    in activity surround
•  No corresponding Reader’s Journal 
    page

•  Contains 3 close reading options to address different learning styles, offer variety, and 
    increase range of skill practice
    o  Note! = whole-text activity
    o  Move! = kinesthetic learning option
    o  Share! = interpersonal learning option
•  Follow-up question surround moved to discussion
•  Added a Reader’s Journal page for more thinking and writing practice

Vocabulary •  Dedicated activity in Session 3 after  
    second reading

•  Floating activity (any time after Session 1) with a choice of approaches for more  
    flexibility and easier integration into other vocabulary routines
•  Added Working with Words options:
   o  Phonics/spelling lists
   o  Dolch sight word lists (grades 2 & 3)
   o  Reading with expression activities for fluency

Shared Inquiry 
Discussion

•  Support surround consists of  
    Overheard in the Classroom coupled 
    with seating chart tips
•  Discussion planner appears in Leader’s  
    Edition units with rotating follow-up 
    question examples

•  Discussion scaffolding enhanced to include:
   o  Overheard in the Classroom with specific follow-up questioning strategies
   o  More streamlined seating chart tips
   o  Practical classroom set-up suggestions
   o  Other resources including troubleshooting, mini-lessons, follow-up question charts
   o  Reproducible discussion planner with essential follow-up question examples

Writing •  Step-by-step expository and creative  
    writing activities linked to unit  
    progression with Writing Rubric

•  Specific essay question suggestions (interpretive, evaluative) for each unit, to be used with 
    Essay Organizer in Reader’s Journal (repeated across units)
•  Story Organizer in Reader’s Journal can be used with speculative questions (repeated 
    across units)
•  Specific Creative Writing Suggestion for every unit

Creative  
Response

•  No creative response activities •  Story-specific creative response activity for every unit (2D or 3D art, music, or drama)
•  Allows students to deepen interpretive work on a story by engaging creative skills
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Feature 2006 Edition 2014 Edition
Curriculum  
Connections

•  Related readings only  
    (fiction and nonfiction)

•  Related readings are leveled fiction
•  2 cross-curricular related projects connect to science, social studies, and/or math

Assessment •  Comprehension test every third unit
•  Portfolio assessment
•  Critical thinking and writing rubrics

•  Comprehension tests for every unit
•  Portfolio assessment
•  Updated critical thinking rubric

Reflection •  Group reflection form
•  Teacher reflection form

•  Increased assessment and reflection options to add essential test preparation skills:
   o  Individual reflection form
   o  Group reflection form
   o  Teacher reflection form

Activities •  Reflect and Connect activities at the 
    end of each stage

•  Theme Connection activities replace Reflect and Connect:
   o  Theme wrap-up to synthesize thinking 
   o  Story-to-story connection to compare stories
   o  At-home activities to connect to real-life situations
•  Theme surround:
   o  Increases social emotional learning
   o  Connects to character education study
   o  Gives students practice comparing and contrasting texts
   o  Helps students transfer thinking into larger context

Other Resources •  Leader Aids include Shared Inquiry™  
    guidelines, reflection forms, and parent  
    letter
•  No student introduction or surround 
    in Student Editions
•  Fixed progression of learning across all 
    activities, building on Book One

•  Comprehensive Teacher Resources section provides increased support across the  
    Shared Inquiry sequence
•  Increased support for students across the Shared Inquiry sequence to encourage  
    metacognition:
   o  Illustrated student introduction in Student Books explaining activity sequence and 
       discussion guidelines and etiquette
   o  Student Books include a Guide to Question Types 
   o  Question types spread for grades 4 & 5
•  All activity progression is put in the hands of the teacher to allow for more  
    individualized learning and more flexible selection of stories and themes


